Introduction {#s0005}
============

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common primary malignant brain tumor [@bb0005]. It is also the most aggressive brain tumor, exhibiting a very poor prognosis (median overall survival \[OS\] =14.2 months) even if treated with maximal therapy [@bb0010]. Currently, surgical resection (when possible) and radiotherapy with concomitant and adjuvant temozolomide (TMZ) are the gold standard for patients with newly diagnosed GBM[@bb0005]. However, the management of GBMs remains difficult in that no contemporary therapies are curative. In fact, despite maximal treatment, recurrence is nearly universal [@bb0015].

Open tumor resection is usually considered the first step within the management algorithm; however, the highly infiltrative growth pattern of GBMs into surrounding brain tissues makes the surgical approach almost invariably not radical [@bb0020]. It has been observed that complete resection is achieved in about 40% to 45% of patients, with a similar proportion receiving incomplete resection, whereas only about 10% to 20% are diagnosed by biopsy only. Although the use of TMZ has improved GBM outcome [@bb0010], almost all patients suffer from recurrent disease. Recurrent GBM has several treatment options depending on specific aspects of its presentation, including secondary cytoreductive surgery when possible, and numerous second-line chemotherapy treatment options [@bb0025]. Although most patients eventually succumb to progression of recurrent disease, a few will benefit from further therapy and experience variable remission and symptom-free survival [@bb0025].

Selection of effective chemotherapy is extremely important not only when therapy is first initiated but for recurrent disease as well. In fact, administration of ineffective anticancer therapy is associated with unnecessary toxicity and the development of more aggressive cancer cell clones that are resistant to subsequent therapies. The ability to initially choose the most effective chemotherapy may help to avoid the physical, emotional, and financial burden to patients of ineffective therapy, thereby improving their quality of life [@bb0030]. Each time patients are treated, they have a chance of relapse, and their cancer will likely become more resistant to therapy [@bb0035]. Presently used anticancer drugs have a high rate of failure, and cell culture chemotherapy testing has been used to identify which drugs are more likely to be effective against a particular tumor type. Measuring the response of the tumor cells to drug exposure is valuable in any situation in which there is a choice between two or more treatments. Many attempts have been made over the years to develop an *ex vivo* anticancer test that can provide clinically relevant treatment information. However, until now, this approach has been hampered by the chemotherapy testing only being performed on bulk of tumor cells derived from cancer biopsies [@bb0040], [@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]. GBMs contain a heterogeneous population of cells, among which is a population of self-renewing cancer stem cells (CSCs) that contribute to tumorigenesis, treatment resistance, and tumor recurrence [@bb0015], [@bb0030].

Research on CSCs has failed thus far to discover universally informative biomarkers, mutations, or gene expression patterns [@bb0090]. CD133 is the best-studied CSC biomarker and is often used experimentally to identify and enrich tumor-propagating and -initiating cells. Also known as prominin-1, CD133 is associated with normal neural stem cells and is expressed during embryonic development [@bb0095]. In several experiments, tumor cells isolated from GBM that grew neurospheres in serum-free medium (indicating self-renewal capabilities) and grew tumors phenotypically similar to GBM were found to be CD133 positive, whereas tumor cells that lacked CD133 expression did not demonstrate self-renewal or tumorigenicity in xenotransplantation studies [@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0110], [@bb0115]. However, despite the evidence outlining its crucial relationship with CSCs, CD133 is not a universal marker for identifying CSCs. Additional biomarkers have been studied in GBM including CD24, CD44, CXCR4, CD34/CD38−, Oct3/4, and Nanog [@bb0120], [@bb0125], [@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145], [@bb0150]. Given their critical role in tumor initiation, propagation, and maintenance, CSCs constitute a very attractive therapeutic focus on which several laboratories have been concentrating their efforts.

ChemoID is a functional test that uses patient\'s live tumor cells to indicate which chemotherapy agent (or "combinations") will kill not only the bulk tumor cells but also the CSCs that are known to cause cancer to recur. Targeting of CSCs alongside the bulk of other cancer cells is a new paradigm in cancer treatment. This constitutes an important advantage of the ChemoID approach over other cell culture testing methods. Our recent clinical studies show that patient-derived CSCs from primary cancer cell cultures can be used in a drug response assay [@bb0030], [@bb0155], [@bb0160], [@bb0165], [@bb0170], [@bb0175]. We have optimized the enrichment of CSCs from tumor biopsies and have developed the ChemoID chemotherapy response assay, which measures the sensitivity of CSCs and bulk of tumor cells to chemotherapy to determine the most effective combination of anticancer drugs for solid tumors [@bb0030], [@bb0155], [@bb0160], [@bb0165], [@bb0170], [@bb0175].

We report here for the first time a prospective clinical investigation using the ChemoID assay to measure the sensitivity and resistance of CSCs and bulk of tumor cells cultured from 42 GBM clinical samples (41 patients plus 1 recurrent patient) challenged with several chemotherapy agents, which were also correlated to the clinical response of the treated patients, independently of other biomarkers. Additionally, we correlated the ChemoID *in vitro* predicted response and the respective clinical response of a selected number of treated patients to matching animals bearing patient-derived xenografts (PDXs) treated with ChemoID-predicted drugs.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

Patient Eligibility {#s0015}
-------------------

We utilized a consecutive available patients approach, given that this was an investigational cohort study designed to both examine utility and additionally inform power calculations for a proposed larger follow-up randomized clinical trial. Patients were enrolled in the study only after a discussion of their treatment options, including chemotherapy. Male and female eligible patients, 18 years and older, clinically diagnosed with suspicion of GBM, received surgical biopsy for histological diagnosis and, at the same time, for the ChemoID assay between April 2012 and April 2016. Exclusion criteria included patients without histological confirmation of WHO grade IV GBM or patients younger than 18 years. Radiological data were collected before surgery; immediately postsurgery; and following chemo/radiation therapy at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, with a follow-up every 3 months thereafter. ChemoID assay was performed after obtaining patients\' written informed consent in accordance with the ethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration (1964, amended most recently in 2008) of the World Medical Association. Any information, including radiological imaging, was blinded. Marshall University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has approved this research under protocol \#326290. Participants provided their written consent on an IRB-approved informed consent form to participate in this study after being educated about the research protocol. Ethics committees/IRB at Marshall University approved this consent procedure.

Treatment and Follow-Up {#s0020}
-----------------------

This study was designed to be noninterventional to assess the assay-outcome correlation in an unbiased manner. Following histological diagnosis of GBM, patients were treated with maximal surgical resection (when possible) and concurrent adjuvant TMZ/radiotherapy, and patients and physicians were blinded to the assay results.

Supportive care was also allowed at the discretion of the treating physician. Disease status was measured by radiologic examination (magnetic resonance scan as the primary imaging method), physical examination, and measurements using the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology criteria [@bb0180], and the assessment was performed every 3 months during the treatment, every 3 months for the first year, and every 3 to 6 months thereafter. The Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology criteria, roughly similarly to other systems, divide response into four types based on imaging (magnetic resonance imaging \[MRI\]) and clinical features [@bb0185], [@bb0190]: complete response, partial response, stable disease, and progression.

Drug Sensitivity Assay {#s0025}
----------------------

Multiple fresh GBM tissue samples for ChemoID *in vitro* functional testing were collected in the operating room from each patient at the time of surgery. Details regarding the assay procedure have been described elsewhere [@bb0030]. In brief, primary cultures were initiated by mincing each GBM tissue sample into 1- to 3-mm^3^ pieces. Explants were then disassociated into single-cell suspensions using a 50% solution 0.025% trypsin and Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies, San Diego, CA). Cells were serially plated in 6-well, 10-cm treated dishes and cultured to subconfluence in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 5% irradiated, heat-inactivated, defined fetal bovine serum (Thermofisher/Hyclone), and 50 U of penicillin and 5 μg of streptomycin/ml of medium (Thermofisher/Mediatech). Proliferation of CSCs was obtained using a culture methodology previously described [@bb0030], [@bb0160] in which culture media, oxygenation, rotational speed of the culture vessel, temperature, and CO~2~ were kept consistently constant for 7 days. Cells were then removed and counted again using trypan blue exclusion to determine cellular viability and cell number and plated in 96 wells for chemosensitivity testing. The cells were also incubated with florescent antibodies for phenotypic characterization [@bb0030], [@bb0160].

Cells were also stained using fluorescence-labeled anti-CD133/2 (prominin1); CXCR4 (Miltenyi Biotech, Auburn, CA); and −CD44, −Oct3/4, and −Nanog (BD Bioscience, Sparks, MD) using an Accuri C-6 flow cytometer (BD Bioscience, Sparks, MD). Briefly, cells were disassociated using 0.02% EDTA in PBS and pelleted (10 minutes at 1000 rpm), washed in 0.1% BSA in 1× PBS at 4°C, and incubated in a solution of 1 mg antibody + 9 ml 0.1% BSA in 1× PBS. Cells were washed in the same solution once and were analyzed using a C6 Accuri flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).

Sensitivity to chemotherapy was assessed using a WST8 viability assay (Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Rockville, MD) on 1 × 10^3^ cells plated in 5 replicas into 96-well plates. Briefly, equal numbers of bulk of tumor cells grown in monolayer and CSCs were counted and seeded separately in 96-well dishes and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Three concentrations of each treatment were prepared by serial dilution. Each concentration was added to five replicate wells on the microtiter plate. Three replicate wells (control 1 = no treatment) and three replicate wells (control 2 = equal amount of solvent) were associated with each treatment also. The cells were challenged for a 1-hour pulse with the panel of anticancer drugs. The WST8 assay was performed 48 hours following chemotherapy treatment to assess cell viability as previously described [@bb0030].

The inhibition of bulk of tumor cells and CSCs survival was measured for each concentration (average counts in five replicates ± SE) of a given treatment (15-18 per patient). The survival of tumor cells at each concentration was calculated as compared to control 2, and overall percentages of bulk and CSC tumor cells killed were calculated for each treatment as the primary measures of potential therapy efficacy.

PDX Animal Study {#s0030}
----------------

All animal studies have been conducted following approval from the Marshall University IACUC, protocol \#373017. The effects of chemotherapies screened *in vitro* by the ChemoID assay were tested on human tumor biopsies that were xenografted in the flank of a NOD-Scid mouse model. 1 × 10^6^GBM CSCs were mixed to 100 μl of Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) injected subcutaneously in the flank of 10 immunodeficient mice (NOD-Scid)/group and were grown until 50 to 60 mm^3^. Mice were randomized in different treatment and control groups, and chemotherapy was administered by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections in 200 μl as follows in a period of 4 weeks: Group 1, serving as control group with primary tumor cells injected into flank and receiving i.p. sterile saline injections. Group2 was administered i.p. injections of Temodar. Groups 3 to 6 received i.p. injections of the least effective chemotherapy, or the most effective, the second most effective, and the most effective combinatorial chemotherapy, as determined by the ChemoID drug response assay. Chemotherapy mouse doses were calculated using a body surface area normalization method [@bb0195] from the clinical dose and verified according to doses previously determined by a literature search. Animals were euthanized following the current guidelines established by the latest Report of the AVMA Panel on Euthanasia using CO~2~ inhalation and asphyxiation followed by cervical dislocation.

Statistical Analysis {#s0035}
--------------------

The primary end point of this study was 12-month patient response to TMZ therapy, defined by lack of tumor recurrence within a 12-month period. Secondary end points were OS, progression-free survival (PFS), and 12-month OS\\PFS. Logistic regression was used to estimate odds ratio (OR) associations between 12-month response and 5% increases in %-cell kill for TMZ therapy bulk tumor and CSC assay results. Receiver operating characteristic areas under the curve (AUCs) and sensitivity/specificity for optimal thresholds (maximum specificity for 100% sensitivity) were calculated following the logistic regressions. Three logistic models were examined: one using CSC assay results alone, a second using bulk tumor assay results alone, and a third combining both CSC results and bulk tumor assay results; CSC and bulk tumor results were correlated (Pearson = 0.75), and orthogonal bulk tumor assay results were calculated using the residuals from a fractional polynomial regression of bulk tumor results on CSC results for inclusion in the third (combined assay results) model to avoid collinearity issues. Unadjusted and adjusted models (age, sex, isocitrate dehydrogenase 1) were examined; no adjustors were statistically supported for inclusion once the %-cell kill assay results were added to the models, and unadjusted OR estimates are reported. Risk reclassification tables and related net reclassification improvement (NRI) indices were calculated for the optimal assay thresholds with bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (CIs). For analyses related to secondary outcomes, Kaplan-Meier curves and Cox proportional hazard models reporting hazard ratios were used to estimate associations of TMZ %-cell kill bulk tumor and CSC assay results with time to recurrence, OS, and PFS. Analysis of animal data was conducted using analysis of variance procedures. *P* values less than .05 were considered statistically significant.

Results {#s0040}
=======

Patients {#s0045}
--------

Between 2012 and 2016, 41 patients plus 1 recurrent patient affected by GBM were enrolled, and 100% had both a successful assay and complete clinical data, making them evaluable for this study. All tissues were submitted as fresh sterile biopsies. Patients were 59% male with a mean age of 54 years, and 71% had a mutant isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 gene ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Median patient follow-up was 9 months (range 3-49 months), with 36/41 (88%) experiencing recurrence.

Drug Sensitivity Assay and Clinical Outcomes {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------

[Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the relationship between the TMZ CSC assay results (%-cell kill on the *y*-axis) and TMZ bulk tumor assay results (%-cell kill on the *x*-axis) characterized by 12-month recurrence outcomes, with solid circles representing treatment responders (patients who did not manifest a recurrence at 12 months) and open circles representing patients manifesting recurrence within 12 months from treatment. Referent lines are drawn at the optimal thresholds from the logistic regression models (40% for CSC, 55% for bulk tumor). In the upper-right quadrant are patients with high TMZ cell kill for both CSC and bulk tumor assays where 5/41 (12%) had prolonged tumor response and only 1 (2.4%) was recurrent. In the lower-left quadrant are patients with low TMZ cell kill for both CSC and bulk tumor assays; all 31 (76%) recurred within 12 months from treatment. Finally, the lower-right quadrant shows patients whose TMZ bulk tumor assay showed a high cell kill (\>55%) but whose TMZ CSC assay showed a low cell kill (\<40%); all 4/41 (10%) recurred within 12 months.

When the CSC assay results were considered separately, every 5% increase in TMZ CSC %-cell kill was associated with a significant two-fold increase in 12-month patient response (nonrecurrence of cancer), OR = 2.2 (95% CI 1.16-4.17),*P* = .016 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). TMZ bulk tumor %-cell kill was similarly associated but with less statistical support, OR = 2.8 (0.93-8.06) *P* = .066 for each 5% increase. When the CSC and bulk test results were analyzed together in a single, multivariate model, the CSC test again showed a statistically supported OR of 2.36 (1.06-5.25) *P* = .036, whereas the bulk of tumor test association fell to OR = 1.46 (0.52-4.08) *P* = .472. ChemoID assay areas under the curve were high for all three models: AUC = 0.989, 0.972, and 0.989 for the separate CSC, bulk tumor, and combined model, respectively. Related optimal thresholds for the assays were 40% CSC cell kill and 55% bulk tumor cell kill by TMZ which then provided sensitivities/specificities of 100/97, 100/89, and 100/97 for the three models, respectively. Both the CSC assay and the bulk tumor assay performed well in these models and in related secondary models for OS & PFS, with the CSC assay showing slightly improved results over the bulk tumor results throughout ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

Risk reclassification approaches comparing the value of the CSC test in addition to the bulk tumor test ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}) showed strong agreement for predicting responsiveness in those who were indeed responsive (100% agreement, event NRI = 0.00) as well as general agreement (86%) for predicting nonresponsiveness (tumor recurrence) in those who experienced recurrence. The benefit of the CSC test over and above the bulk test was seen when the bulk test showed a high cell kill rate whereas the CSC test showed a low cell kill rate; all patient outcomes where the tests disagreed in this manner (11%) coincided with the CSC predicted results (i.e., experienced recurrence within 12 months). Because all reclassifications came from the nonresponsive group (as *a priori* biologically predicted), the overall NRI was equivalent to the event NRI = 0.11 (95% CI 0.01-0.21),*P* = .030.

[Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows Kaplan-Meyer plots of time to recurrence stratified by ChemoID test results using the optimal TMZ thresholds (40% cell kill for CSC and 55% cell kill for bulk tumor). Patients with positive ChemoID CSC tests (\>40% cell kill) had longer median times to recurrence (20 months) than those with negative CSC tests (3 months). Patients with positive bulk tumor tests (\>55% cell kill) had longer median times to recurrence (13 months) than those with negative bulk tumor tests (4 months), but the separation was not as great. [Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides estimated hazard ratios for secondary time to event outcomes for the individual and combined CSC and bulk tumor TMZ assay results similar to our primary logistic models; results were similar, with stronger statistical support for both assays.

Pattern of *In Vitro* Chemotherapy Response {#s0055}
-------------------------------------------

To estimate the proportion of patients who may benefit from a sensitive versus not-sensitive treatment chosen prospectively, the drug response to 13 single agents (Temodar, Vincristine, Carboplatin, Cisplatin, Etoposide, Methotrexate, Arabinocide-C, Oxaliplatin, Irinotecan, Avastin, bis-chloroethylnitrosourea (BCNU), 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl-1-nitrosourea (CCNU), and Procarbazine) and 2 combinations (Irinotecan + Avastin) and (Procarbazine + CCNU + Vincristine) was analyzed. [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows a pyramid diagram representation of the comparison in percent cell kill of the most cytotoxic drug compared to TMZ for each patient. Optimal therapies with the highest cell kill are shown in light colors and TMZ cell kill is shown in dark colors, with each row of the pyramid corresponding to results for a single patient. CSC results outlined in red show patients whose CSC test identified an optimal therapy that was different than the optimal therapy identified by the bulk test. Single asterisk (\*) indicates patient in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and double asterisks (\*\*) patient in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. CSC results identified a more optimal therapy than TMZ in 34/41 patients (83%), and bulk tumor results identified a more optimal therapy than TMZ in 27/41 patients (66%). The CSC test identified a different optimal therapy than the bulk test in 17/41 patients, 42% (95% CI 26%-57%),*P* \< .001.

[Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows results for the entire panel of 15 tested therapies across all 41 patients with patient numbers on the *x*-axis and cell kill on the *y*-axis. TMZ response (numbered as drug 1) and the therapy with the optimal response (highest cell kill) are shown in bold for every patient; other therapies are shown with their numbers faded.

TMZ eliminated \>40% of CSCs in only 15% of the 41 tested cases (i.e., it was predicted *a priori* as being ineffective for 85% of these patients), whereas TMZ killed \>55% of bulk of tumor cells in 24% of the overall tested cases (i.e., predicted as ineffective in 76% of the cases).

Among all the tested drugs, BCNU killed \>40% of CSCs in 36% of the 41 tested cases instead (i.e., it was ineffective in 63% of the cases) and eradicated \>55% of bulk of tumor cells in 46% of the overall tested cases (i.e., it was ineffective in 54% of the cases).

With test results set on CSC at 40% cell kill (sensitive \>40%), we found that, overall, 85% of CSCs were resistant to TMZ; 100% to Vincristine; 100% to Carboplatin; 98% to Etoposide; 95% to Oxaliplatin; 63% to BCNU; 93% to CCNU; 96% to Procarbazine; and 80% to a combination of Procarbazine, Vincristine, and CCNU ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*).

With test results set on bulk of tumor at 55% cell kill (sensitive \>55%), we found that, overall, 76% of bulk tumor cells were resistant to TMZ; 100% to Vincristine; 100% to Carboplatin; 100% to Etoposide; 95% to Oxaliplatin; 54% to BCNU; 95% to CCNU; 98% to Procarbazine; and 85% to a combination of Procarbazine, Vincristine, and CCNU ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*).

Collectively, these results suggest that although cross-resistance is considered to be common in GBM, a number of patients (over 37%) may have had benefit from assay-informed individualized chemotherapy leading to different therapy rather than first-line TMZ.

Drug Response Assay and PDX Chemotherapy Response {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------------

The efficacy of several chemotherapies (including Temodar), which were screened *in vitro* by the ChemoID assay, was tested on PDXs generated by injecting CSCs in immune-deficient *NOD-Scid* mice ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figures 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

The GBM CSCs from two patients, one identified as resistant to TMZ ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) and one as sensitive ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) by the ChemoID assay, were xenografted in the flank of 10 immune-deficient *NOD-Scid* mice/experimental group by injecting 1 × 10^6^GBM CSCs mixed to 100 μl of Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). PDXs were grown to 100 mm^3^. Randomized mice were treated with weekly i.p. injections of the different treatment arms for 4 weeks and were observed for 4 more weeks. Group 1, serving as a control, received i.p. sterile saline injections. Groups 2 to 6 were the experimental groups that received i.p. injections of the least effective chemotherapy, or the most effective, the second most effective, and the most effective combinatorial chemotherapy, as determined by the ChemoID drug response assay.

As expected, TMZ treatment of PDX from a patient whose bulk of tumor cells was found to be sensitive to TMZ by the ChemoID assay, but contained instead CSCs resistant to TMZ, showed initial tumor regression followed by tumor regrowth after therapy cessation ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed that tumor xenografts in mice injected with the least effective chemotherapy as determined by the ChemoID drug response assay grew faster than any other treatment other than the saline control--injected mice ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, we found that the best response was observed in the mice treated with the combination of Irinotecan (CPT-11) and Avastin that was determined as the best treatment by the ChemoID drug response assay.

We have observed instead prolonged tumor regression following TMZ treatment of NOD-Scid mice bearing PDX from a patient whose both bulk of tumor cells and CSCs was sensitive to TMZ, confirming the clinical observation that TMZ was an effective anticancer drug for this individual GBM patient ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these *in vivo* data confirmed both the clinical observation and the indication provided by the ChemoID assay.

Discussion {#s0065}
==========

Medical management of newly diagnosed GBMis typically a multimodal treatment plan constituted by surgical resection (when possible) followed by radiotherapy with concomitant and adjuvant TMZ [@bb0005], [@bb0200]. However, the management of GBMs remains difficult in that no contemporary therapies are curative. In fact, despite maximal treatment, recurrence is nearly universal [@bb0015].

TMZ has become a key component of standard therapy for GBM patients following several studies which showed increased median survival of 2.2 months over combination of surgery and radiation therapy [@bb0010]. As with radiation treatment, however, sensitivity of GBM tumors to TMZ is as variable as the genetic signature of these GBMs. Similarly, a more recent population-based study analysis conducted on progressive GBM showed that Bevacizumab (Avastin) increased the median survival by 1 month with respect to other treatments administered [@bb0205].

The major problem with GBM treatment is that several of the different clinically acceptable and equivalent treatment choices are identified in current treatment guidelines [@bb0210], with insufficient evidence to indicate that any one agent is superior to any other. Additionally, in GBM, although some biomarkers have been studied [@bb0215], [@bb0220], [@bb0225], [@bb0230], there are still some controversial data on their validation to stratify patients for individualized treatment choices, and population-based studies continue to be the primary source of information for physicians' empiric treatment decisions.

Intratumoral heterogeneity appears to be responsible, at least in part, for resistance to standard treatments and the variable responses seen to treatment, and it has important implications for the development of prognostic and predictive biomarkers and their ability to guide personalized treatment regimens. [@bb0235]. Spatial heterogeneity in GBM can make treatment decisions based on samples obtained from limited areas difficult, especially when we enter the realm of personalized medicine. Sampling of brain tumors presents a challenge that is unique. In fact, extracranial tumors can be resected en bloc, thereby preserving the spatial heterogeneity from which multiple biopsies can be obtained. However, some gliomas are located in eloquent areas of the brain, which limits the surgeon\'s ability to obtain multiple samples. Additionally, larger gliomas are generally resected in a piecemeal fashion to minimize damage to surrounding brain and preserve function and quality of life of the individual. Although major advances in sequencing approaches are enabling tumor heterogeneity to be studied at unprecedented resolution, the interpretation of genomic data analysis is still evolving, with the detection and the clinical significance of genetic changes still in question. However, it is likely that a substantial fraction of heterogeneity seen in tumors can arise from phenotypic plasticity and differentiation of CSCs and can have profound implications for both tumor development and therapeutic outcomes. ChemoID is a functional test that uses patient\'s live tumor cells and CSCs isolated by multiple tumor biopsies to indicate which chemotherapy agent (or "combinations") is more effective. Targeting of CSCs alongside the bulk of other cancer cells is a new paradigm in cancer treatment. This constitutes an important advantage of ChemoID approach over other diagnostic methods for personalized medicine.

The current study evaluated the correlation of CSCs and bulk of tumor cells chemoresponse assay results of GBM patients to treatment outcomes independently of other biomarkers, with assay results blinded to treating physicians. All patients were treated with maximal surgical resection, during which multiple biopsies were obtained for the ChemoID assay when possible, followed by concurrent adjuvant TMZ/radiotherapy.

This study demonstrates for the first time in GBM patients that a drug response assay such as ChemoID, which is directed to test the sensitivity of CSCs toward chemotherapies, correctly identified patients who would receive a benefit from certain chemotherapy versus other possible choices. In fact, panel results across 15 chemotherapy treatments indicated that therapies potentially more optimal than TMZ could have been chosen in 34/41 (83%) patients using CSC results and 27/41 (66%) patients using bulk tumor results. Importantly, the CSC test identified a different potential optimal therapy than the bulk test in 17/41 patients, 42% (95% CI 26%-57%),*P* \< .001, suggesting that ChemoID could be a useful tool for optimizing anticancer treatment selection.

This study reveals that patients who were treated with a TMZ-sensitive regimen had an improvement in their time to recurrence compared to patients who were treated with assay-resistant regimens ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}; [Tables 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

These observations were additionally confirmed by animal studies in which the efficacy of several chemotherapies (including Temodar) that were screened by the ChemoID assay was tested on PDXs generated by injecting the patients\' tumor cells in immune-deficient *NOD-Scid* mice ([Figures 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, as expected, TMZ treatment of PDX from a patient whose bulk of tumor cells was found sensitive to TMZ by the ChemoID assay, but in addition contained CSCs resistant to TMZ, showed initial tumor regression followed by tumor regrowth after therapy cessation ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}), indicating that the CSCs, which were resistant to therapy, efficiently repopulated the tumor in mice, thereby mimicking the clinical observation. This study accurately predicted that the patient depicted in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} would relapse because the CSCs would not be affected by the TMZ treatment, thereby causing the CSCs to reinitiate the tumor.

We observed instead prolonged tumor regression following TMZ treatment of those *NOD-Scid* mice bearing PDX from a patient whose both bulk of tumor cells and CSCs were sensitive to TMZ, confirming the clinical observation that TMZ was an effective anticancer drug for this individual GBM patient ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). Collectively, these*in vivo* data confirmed not only the clinical observation but also the indication provided by the ChemoID assay.

These outcomes were also challenged by using *NOD-Scid* mice xenografts following treatments with the most effective, the second most effective, and the most effective combinatorial chemotherapy, as determined by the ChemoID drug response assay. Results from tumor xenografts generated by injecting the enriched GBM CSCs in the flank of *NOD-Scid* mice, followed by treatment with select chemotherapies, were also found to be in agreement with the ChemoID prediction ([Figures 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"},[Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).

These data demonstrate the importance of determining the sensitivity of CSCs to chemotherapy and their role in predicting patient tumor response following chemotherapy. The data further support the belief that long-term tumor response in GBM is in fact more dependent on the intrinsic sensitivity or resistance of the CSC population than the general bulk tumor cell population and needs to be closely studied to determine how this population can be targeted for therapy. More clinical studies with a larger number of patients are needed to determine the clinical and economic implications of this novel test. This method of determining the sensitivity of CSCs to available FDA-approved chemotherapies for the treatment of various cancers may provide critical information about an individual patient\'s likelihood to achieve a durable tumor response before implementing the patient\'s treatment plan. The ChemoID assay takes 21 days to be completed from receiving a live biopsy, which corresponds to an average time that patients spend recovering from surgery prior to continuing further therapy and which is therefore suitable to timely guide chemotherapy for cancer patients who received surgery.

An important observation of clinical significance that our study showed was that in patients whose CSCs had \>40% cell kill to TMZ, the median time to recurrence was 20 months versus 3 months when \<40% cell kill was observed and that in patients whose bulk of tumor showed \>55% cell kill to TMZ, the median time to recurrence was 13 months versus 4 months when \<55% cell kill was observed. The significant improvement (*P* = .016) in time to recurrence we observed represents a difference of 17 months in median time between patients treated with TMZ-sensitive (\>40% cell kill) versus -insensitive (\<40% cell kill) CSCs and a difference of 9 months when bulk of tumor cells was considered instead.

Importantly, the ChemoID assay on CSCs demonstrated a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 97%, whereas the same test on bulk of tumor demonstrated a sensitivity of 100% but a specificity of only 89% ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the test yielded only one false negative when considering CSCs but four false negatives when considering the bulk of tumor population. Our analysis of the data using a model of separate logistic regression for CSCs or bulk found that with a positive test threshold set at 40% cell kill for CSCs and 55% for bulk of tumor, for every 5% increase in cell kill, there was a statistically significant 2.2-fold increase in patient response (nonrecurrence of cancer) at 12 months for the CSC test ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) but not for the bulk of tumor test. When the CSC and bulk test results were analyzed together in a single, multivariate model, the CSC test again showed a statistically supported OR of 2.36 versus a nonsignificant OR of 1.46 for bulk of tumor, indicating that the analysis of the drug response assay on CSCs provided additional and valuable information that can significantly increase the quality of life of these patients.

Because we found in our analysis that, according to the bulk test result, a select number of patients should have responded to TMZ but instead did not respond, we analyzed how much improvement there would be in the risk categorization of those patients who had a negative test for CSC (\<40% cell kill) but a positive test for bulk of tumor (\>55% cell kill) and found that, by using the CSCs results, we could correctly reclassify 11% of nonresponding patients (*P* = .030) ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), again indicating that the analysis of the drug response assay on CSCs provided additional and more valuable information than the bulk test alone that can be used for personalized treatment, hopefully to obtain more durable responses and to increase the quality of life of these patients.

Another aspect to note in our study is that we also estimated with the ChemoID assay the proportion of patients who could have had the benefit of a sensitive treatment chosen prospectively, other than TMZ, by screening second-line drugs used in the therapy of high-grade gliomas. [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows a pyramid diagram representation of the comparison in percent cell kill of the most cytotoxic drug from a panel of eight second-line chemotherapies compared to TMZ, and [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*B* indicates the most effective single drug or drug combination compared to TMZ.

In [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A* are depicted several cases in which the ChemoID assay found for bulk of tumor cells and/or CSCs other treatments than TMZ that could have been used as a substitute or in combination with TMZ to obtain more durable response in these individual patients. CSC results outlined in red show patients whose CSC test identified an optimal therapy that was different than the optimal therapy identified by the bulk test. Interestingly, CSC results identified a more optimal therapy than TMZ in 34/41 patients (83%), and bulk tumor results identified a more optimal therapy than TMZ in 27/41 patients (66%). The CSC test identified a different optimal therapy than the bulk test in 17/41 patients, 42% (95% CI 26%-57%) *P* \< .001. In [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A*, the single asterisk (\*) indicates patient represented in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, who had a partial response and recurred within 12 months from treatment initiation. Interestingly, for this patient,although TMZ was the best option for bulk of tumor cells, BCNU was instead indicated by the ChemoID assay on CSCs, indicating that possibly the combination of TMZ and BCNU could have resulted in better outcome for this individual patient. The double asterisks (\*\*) instead indicate patient in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for whom TMZ was the best option for both bulk of tumor and CSCs. In general, we found in our study that for several of our patients who were treated with TMZ, a second-line therapy could have been more effective than the TMZ regimen. In fact, TMZ was found effective on CSCs by the ChemoID assay (\>40% cell kill) in only 15% of the 41 tested cases, whereas TMZ killed \>55% of bulk of tumor cells in 24% of the overall tested cases. However, individually, the ChemoID assay in several cases was able to pinpoint another drug among the several second-line therapies available for gliomas that individually decreased more efficiently the survival of the glioma cells tested. Collectively, these results suggest that although cross-resistance has been considered to be common in GBM, a number of patients (over 37%) may have had benefit from assay-informed individualized chemotherapy leading to different therapy choices rather than first-line TMZ.

Any drug response assay --- molecular or cellular --- is only as good as the drugs that are available. A diagnostic test may be effective in predicting chemotherapy response; nevertheless, it will not improve the results of a poorly chosen therapeutic option. Unfortunately, cytotoxic chemotherapy is not yet good enough to provide a cure for most patients with GBM, particularly for those with TMZ resistance. Overcoming this adaptation has been the challenge for this disease and the reason for its dismal prognosis, but the development of modulating agents for drug-resistance mechanisms is feasible and should add to the therapeutic index in GBM.

In conclusion, this prospective study showed statistically significant improved response rate (2.2-fold increase) in patients who were given assay-indicated chemotherapy. Larger trials will potentially provide additional statistical proof of assay-directed therapy versus empirical physician choice to determine the validity of ChemoID drug response assay directed toward CSCs, which contribute to tumor propagation, maintenance, and treatment resistance.

Our results differ from other studies previously conducted in several types of solid tumors that consisted of drug sensitivity assays based only on bulk of tumor cells. ChemoID is the first and only drug response assay available in the clinics that examineCSCs from solid tumors. Results from this study indicate that a drug response assay that targets CSCs may be a very useful tool for optimizing treatment selection when first-line therapy fails and when there are multiple clinically acceptable and equivalent treatments available. Furthermore, the results suggest that individualized functional drug response assays may provide more treatment options with improved outcomes for many more patients than are currently achieved by empiric population-based treatment. These compelling data suggest also that it may be reasonable to prospectively utilize functional testing with drug response assays such as ChemoID to assist clinicians in the optimal prioritization of therapy for GBM patients.
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![Quadrant diagram of the relationship between TMZ CSC assay results (%-cell kill on the *y*-axis) and TMZ bulk tumor assay results (%-cell kill on the *x*-axis) characterized by 12-month recurrence outcomes. Solid circles represent treatment responders (patients who did not manifest a recurrence at 12 months), and open circles represent patients manifesting recurrence within 12 months from treatment. Optimal threshold referent lines from the logistic regression models (40% for CSC, 55% for bulk tumor) are illustrated.](gr1){#f0005}

![Kaplan-Meier plots of tumor recurrence across the study period. Survival (tumor nonrecurrence) is shown stratified by dichotomized test results (TMZ optimal thresholds of CSCs\> 40% and bulk test \>55%); *P* for both \<.001 in Cox proportional hazard models.](gr2){#f0010}

![Comparison of most sensitive drug from a panel of various chemotherapies versus Temodar.\
(A) Pyramid plot of percent cell kill for the most cytotoxic drug and TMZ comparing CSC and bulk tests for each patient. Optimal therapies with the highest cell kill are shown in light colors and TMZ cell kill is shown in dark colors, with each row of the pyramid corresponding to results for a single patient. When the light bar is longer than the dark bar, a potentially more optimal therapy than TMZ is identified. CSC results outlined in red show patients whose CSC test identified an optimal therapy that was different than the optimal therapy identified by the bulk test, 17/41 patients, 42% (95% CI 26%-57%),*P* \< .001.\
\*Represents patient in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}; \*\*Represents patient in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.\
(B) Cell kill diagram for the panel of 15 tested therapies across all 41 patients with patient numbers on the *x*-axis and cell kill on the *y*-axis. TMZ response (numbered as drug 1) and the therapy with the optimal response (highest cell kill) are shown in bold for every patient; other therapies are shown with their numbers faded.\
1: Temodar; 2: Vincristine; 3: Carboplatin; 4: Cisplatin; 5: Etoposide; 6: Methotrexate; 7: Arabinocide-C; 8: Oxaliplatin; 9: Irinotecan; 10: Avastin; 11: BCNU; 12: CCNU; 13: Procarbazine; 14: Irinotecan + Avastin; 15: Procarbazine + Vincristine + CCNU.](gr3){#f0015}

![MRIs of partial response in a GBM of the frontal lobe in a patient treated with standard of care comprising maximal surgical resection and concurrent adjuvant TMZ/radiation therapy, and mean tumor volume of PDXs treated with i.p. injection of anticancer drugs.\
Top shows the percent of cell kill determined by ChemoID assay on bulk of tumor and on CSC and the patient outcome summary at 12 months.\
(A) Preoperative MRI shows an intraaxial enhancing mass centered in the left frontal lobe crossing the midline with a component of the mass within the left frontal lobe as well consistent with a butterfly lesion measuring 59.8 × 44.2 mm. There is a large amount of adjacent vasogenic edema and mass affect in both frontal lobes and mass affect upon both frontal lobes of the lateral ventricles with left to right midline shift with subfalcine herniation causing ventricular entrapment and ballooning/hydrocephalus of the right lateral ventricle.\
(B) MRI at 6 months. There is regressing of the mass post--surgical resection with chemotherapy and radiation therapy with mild foci of rim enhancement in the tumor resection bed 6 months posttherapy measuring 5.4 mm anteriorly and 7.3 mm posteriorly, which could represent residual disease versus enhancement related to postradiation necrosis.\
(C-D) MRI at 12 months. Clear recurrence in the tumor resection bed by 12 months evidenced by nodular enhancing foci in the posterior margin of the resection bed measuring 11.3 mm and 16.3 mm each. Linear dural enhancement is attributed to postsurgical enhancement from prior craniotomy.\
(E-F) MRI at 18 months. Progression of recurrent disease at 18 months post--initial therapy with large enhancing irregular infiltrative mass measuring 43.9 mm × 43.0 mm at the level of the corpus callosum and more superiorly in the left frontal lobe measuring 51.4 × 30.0 mm in the tumor resection cavity crossing the midline involving both frontal lobes, left more so than right, and invading the anterior genu of the corpus callosum, again with mass affect on the frontal horns of both lateral ventricles.\
(G) Line diagram of the mean volumes in mm^3^ (±SD) from weeks 2 to 8 of the PDX tumors in 10 *NOD-Scid* mice following 4 weeks of treatment with various anticancer drugs. The mean tumor volumes are indicated on the ordinate. Asterisks indicate weeks in which treatment was performed. On the right are indicated the different treatment arms. PBS: saline solution, negative control. TMZ (Temodar); Methotrexate (MTX). Irinotecan (CPT-11). Bevacizumab (Avastin). Irinotecan (CPT-11) + Bevacizumab (Avastin).](gr4){#f0020}

![MRIs of response in a multifocal GBM in a patient treated with standard of care comprising of diagnostic biopsy and concurrent adjuvant TMZ/radiation therapy, and mean tumor volume of PDXs treated with i.p. injection of anticancer drugs.\
Top shows the percent of cell kill determined by ChemoID assay on bulk of tumor and on CSC and the patient outcome summary at 12 months.\
(A-B) Preoperative MRI. Multifocal GBM multiforme with multiple infiltrative irregular enhancing masses in the left temporal lobe. Two target lesions are detailed in the left temporal lobe with the (target 1) more anterior of which measuring 19.8 mm in long axis and the (target 2) more posterior of which measuring 37.6 mm in long axis. Two adjacent target lesions in the left occipital lobe are referenced, one of which has a more cystic component (target 3) with thin rim enhancement measuring 23.5 × 16.9 mm with more solid enhancing nodular component (target 4) along the left anterior aspect of the lesion measuring 15.7 mm in long axis. Other smaller nontarget enhancing lesions are present in the left temporal lobe.\
(C-D) MRI at 12 months. There is regression of the target and nontarget lesion post--surgical resection with adjunct chemotherapy and radiation 12 months later with target 1 measuring 12.4 mm in long axis, target 2 measuring 5.0 mm, target 3 measuring 17.9 mm in long axis, and target 4 measuring 8.2 mm.\
(E) MRI at 36 months. Complete response at 3-yearfollow-up of therapy without residual enhancing tumor in all target and nontarget lesions.\
(F) Line diagram of the mean volumes in mm^3^ (±SD) from weeks 2 to 8 of the PDX tumors in 10 NOD-Scid mice following 4 weeks of treatment with various anticancer drugs. The mean tumor volumes are indicated on the ordinate. Asterisks indicate weeks in which treatment was performed. On the right are indicated the different treatment arms. PBS: saline solution, negative control; TMZ (Temodar); Methotrexate (MTX); Irinotecan (CPT-11); Bevacizumab (Avastin); Irinotecan (CPT-11) + Bevacizumab (Avastin).](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Patient Characteristics[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}

Table 1

                      All             Nonrecurrence (12 mo)   Recurrence (12mo)
  ------------------- --------------- ----------------------- -------------------
  *N*                 41              5                       36
  Female              17 (41%)        3 (60%)                 14 (39%)
  Male                24 (59%)        2 (40%)                 22 (61%)
  Age (years)         53.80 (14.19)   54.20 (14.89)           53.75 (14.31)
  idh1: unavailable   2 (5%)          0 (0%)                  2 (6%)
  idh1: WT            10 (24%)        0 (0%)                  10 (28%)
  idh1: MUT           29 (71%)        5 (100%)                24 (67%)
  GBM histology       41 (100%)       5 (100%)                36 (100%)

Values in cells represent *N* (%) and mean (SD) for categorical and continuous variables, respectively.

###### 

OR, CI, *P* Value, Sensitivity, Specificity, and AUC of Recurrence Prediction, PFS, and Survival Analysis

Table 2

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           M1: CSCs Only                       M2: Bulk Only                       M3: CSCs + rBulk                     
  --------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------ -----------------------------------
  Nonrecurrence         OR; *P* value\     OR = 2.20; *P* = .016 (1.16-4.17)   OR = 2.75; *P* = .066 (0.93-8.06)   OR = 2.36; *P* = .036 (1.06-5.25)    OR = 1.46; *P* = .472 (0.52-4.08)
                        (95% CI)                                                                                                                        

  AUC \[Sens/Spec\*\]   0.989 \[100/97\]   0.972 \[100/89\]                    0.989 \[100/97\]                                                         

  PFS                   OR; *P* value\     OR = 2.47; *P* = .010 (1.24-4.89)   OR = 2.43; *P* = .014 (1.19-4.93)   OR = 5.20; *P* = .022 (1.27-21.39)   OR = 2.08; *P* = .035 (1.05-4.09)
                        (95% CI)                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

  Survival              OR; *P* value\     OR = 2.41; *P* = .014 (1.19-4.87)   OR = 2.24; *P* = .018 (1.14-4.38)   OR = 5.04; *P* = .031 (1.16-21.92)   OR = 2.06; *P* = .036 (1.05-4.05)
                        (95% CI)                                                                                                                        
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\(1\) All ORs given per 5% increase.

\(2\) Sens/Spec calculated at optimal thresholds for CSC (40%) and bulk (55%).

\(3\) Model M3 uses both CSCs and residual bulk.

###### 

Risk Reclassification Analysis of GBM Cases Based on CSCs Test Result

Table 3

  Reclassification of Cases Based on CSCs Test Knowing Bulk of Tumor Result                                               
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------- ------------
  Bulk test \>55                                                              No                               Yes        Total
  No                                                                          0 (0%)                           0 (0%)     0 (0%)
  Yes                                                                         0 (0%)                           5 (100%)   5 (100%)
  Total                                                                       0 (0%)                           5 (100%)   5 (100%)
                                                                                                                          
  **Not Responsive (12-Month Tumor Recurrence)**                                                                          
                                                                              Bulk Test \>55 & CSC Test \>40              
  Bulk test \>55                                                              No                               Yes        Total
  No                                                                          31 (86.1%)                       0 (0%)     31 (86.1%)
  Yes                                                                         4 (11.1%)                        1 (2.8%)   5 (13.9%)
  Total                                                                       35 (97.2%)                       1 (2.8%)   36 (100%)
                                                                                                                          

Risk category NRI:

Event NRI: 0.000

Nonevent NRI: 0.111 (0.011-0.211) *P* = .030

###### 

Percentage Cell Kill Determined by the ChemoID Drug Response Assay on a Panel of 13 Single Drugs and 2 Drug Combinations

Table 4

                                      Patient [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}   Patient [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}              
  ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------
  Temodar                             52.5 ± 3                                     4.2 ± 1                                      60 ± 3     64.8 ± 1
  Vincristine                         18.4 ± 2                                     2.1 ± 2                                      13.0 ± 1   2 ± 1
  Carboplatin                         16.3 ± 4                                     1.5 ± 2                                      16.2 ± 3   0
  Cisplatin                           34.9 ± 2                                     26.3 ± 3                                     17.2 ± 2   21.9 ± 2
  Etoposide                           16.5 ± 2                                     8.8 ± 2                                      8.3 ± 1    3.8 ± 2
  Methotrexate (MTX)                  33.1 ± 1                                     17.8 ± 2                                     25.3 ± 4   6.5 ± 2
  Arabinocide-C                       29.9 ± 2                                     23.0 ± 2                                     37.5 ± 2   0
  Oxaliplatin                         32.3 ± 3                                     20.1 ± 3                                     41.7 ± 2   13.5 ± 2
  Irinotecan (CPT-11)                 32.8 ± 2                                     25.4 ± 1                                     45.5 ± 2   43.6 ± 3
  Avastin                             19.5 ± 2                                     8.4 ± 1                                      14.4 ± 1   0.8 ± 1
  BCNU                                35.3 ± 2                                     38.4 ± 2                                     33.5 ± 3   22.3 ± 1
  CCNU                                11.3 ± 1                                     15.0 ± 3                                     17.2 ± 1   16.7 ± 2
  Procarbazine                        15.3 ± 3                                     11.4 ± 2                                     44.6 ± 1   35.4 ± 2
  Irinotecan + Avastin                39.9 ± 1                                     37.4 ± 2                                     52.1 ± 3   30.2 ± 3
  Procarbazine + Vincristine + CCNU   27.6 ± 3                                     22 ± 1                                       44.6 ± 2   30.4 ± 2
